GREEN BUDGET STATEMENT STRUCTURE

[1] Cover Page
The cover page can be a representation of environmental and cultural significance the 'green' concept of the government.

[2] Preface
This section can outline the government’s commitment and vision for green budgeting.

[3] Introduction
The concept of green and rationale for green budgeting can be described here.

[4] Approach and Methodology
In this section, the approach and methodology along with limitations can be explained.

[5] Key Achievements and Case Studies
Financial and descriptive analysis including any physical achievements along with case studies in box items can be included in this section.

Here a simple tabulation giving the big picture can be added. This could include total budget outlay, total green budget, percentage of green budget from the total identified scheme/programmes. Information can be provided for the present and previous financial year/s.

Here graphical representation of ministry/ department mapping, activity mapping, theme mapping and SDG tagging of green budget can be depicted.

[8] Annexures
The annexures will include tabulation of various budget items including ministry/ department name, code, scheme name, scheme budget, green budget component and descriptive summary. These can be categorized in various range categories.